1...WARRANT ARREST  PACIFIC & CALAVERAS  092108
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Officer learned the subject had an outstanding warrant, once he was able to verify the subject’s correct name. Subject was arrested at 1:30 AM and transported to the county jail.

2...WARRANT ARREST  PERSHING & CALAVERAS  092108
Officers conducted a traffic stop and learned the driver had two outstanding warrants. Driver was arrested at 2:00 AM and transported to the country jail.

3...UNIVERSITY REG  TOWNHOUSES A SECTION 092108
Officers responded to a report of a loud party. Officer identified an unregistered party. One subject transported to the local hospital for alcohol related treatment. Two other subjects transported to county jail for public intoxication.

4...CASUALTY  LOT 4  092108
Officers and medics responded to a report of a male subject who passed out. Subject was now alert and conscious. Subject refused medical.

5...THEFT  PACIFIC AVE  092108
Victim reported theft of a bicycle. Officers initiated a report.

6...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  JESSIE BALLANTYNE  092108
Officers responded to a report of gas leak in the area. Officers reported the smell had dissipated. Officers checked pipes in area and cleared.

7...RESISTING ARREST  SOUTH CAMPUS  092208
Officer reported two male subjects riding bikes through campus in the early morning. Officers tried to make contact with the subjects but they fled. Officers were able to stop the subjects after a short chase and questioned them. One subject warned for no light after dark. Second subject arrested for possession of burglary tools as he had wire cutters, bolt cutters and several other tools. He was also arrested for trespassing and possession of narcotics.

8...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  HOSPICE  092208
Officers responded to a report of a prowler in the rear of the complex. Officers checked the area and area clear. Officers circulated the area.

9...NOISE COMPLAINT  OFF CAMPUS  092308
Officers responded to an off campus noise complaint. Officers made contact with residents who agreed to keep noise down.
10... JUVENILE INCIDENT CALAVERAS BIKE PATH 092308
Staff reported two juveniles involved in a fight. Officers responded and advised they were out several Stagg High School students. All other subjects fled the area.

11... SUSPICIOUS PERSON MAIN GYM 092308
Officers responded to second hand information of a suspicious male subject in the area. Officers made contact with the subject who advised the officers he was trying to get voter signatures for an initiative. Officers advised the subject. Subject left campus.

12... JUVENILE INCIDENT BUCK HALL 092408
Officer conducted a stakeout of a recently activated Ephone. Officer arrested a juvenile for the activation at 3:06 PM. Juvenile was turned over to a parent.

13... SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT QUADS 092408
Officers responded to a report of a suspicious male subject reportedly following the caller in the area. All officers advised of vehicle description and checked the area with negative findings.

14... CASUALTY BROOKSIDE FIELD 092408
Officers responded to a report of a male subject with a leg injury. Officers advised subject refusing medical. Officers and medics later responded to a campus residence for the same subject with difficulty breathing. Subject refused medical a second time.

15... VEHICLE ACCIDENT PERSHING AVE 092508
Officers and medics responded to a report from a driver who struck a bicyclist. SPD responded and took over investigation.

16... ASSIST STOCKTON PD MANCHESTER AVE 092508
SPD aired a call of a male with a gun in the area. Officers responded and reported foot pursuit of suspect. Suspect was located and arrested. SPD took custody of suspect.

17... THEFT WPC 092508
Victim reported theft of the front tire of his bicycle. Officer responded and initiated a report.

18... NOISE COMPLAINT LOT 7 092608
Officers responded to a report of a car alarm sounding. Officers were able to gain entry into vehicle and temporarily disconnect the alarm. Officers also left contact information for the owner.

19... ALCOHOL REFERRAL PRESIDENTS RESIDENCE 092608
Officers responded to a noise complaint and located two subjects who were intoxicated. Both subjects referred to Judicial Affairs.

**20...DISTURBANCE**  BROOKSIDE HALL    092608
Officers responded to a disturbance in the area. Officers contacted both subjects who were involved in a verbal argument only. Officer advised subjects leaving area.

**21...CASUALTY**  DEPT PUBLIC SAFETY    092608
Subject requested medics due to chest pains (unknown reason). Officers stood by with the subject who arrived at DPS. Medics transported the subject to a local hospital.

**22...CASUALTY**  BIO SCIENCE    092608
Officers and medics responded to a report of a female subject who fainted. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

**23...CASUALTY**  CHAPEL LANE    092608
Officer reported a female subject had a minor fall and desired no medical treatment.

**24...VEHICLE ACCIDENT**  MENDOCINO & PERSHING    092608
Officers responded to a report of a vehicle accident with unknown injuries. Officer reported no injuries and both parties exchanged insurance information.

**25...FORGERY**  DE ROSA CENTER    092608
Officers initiated a forgery report for a victim who Pacific ID and keys were stolen. Card was used after theft and keys were later turned in with the ID.

**26...UNIVERSITY REG**  SPANOS CENTER    092608
Officer responded to a report of a stolen Pacific electric cart theft in progress. Officer contacted the subjects who staff stopped and both subjects were detained, interviewed and released. Officers initiated a report.

**27...UNIVERSITY REG**  LOT 21    092608
Officers reported to multiple reports occupants of a vehicle spraying them with a large squirt gun and water balloons. Officer contacted those responsible and issued four university citations and a fifth subject was interviewed (non-student) since victims not willing to file criminal charges.

**28...ASSIST STOCKTON PD**  OFF CAMPUS    092608
Victim reported her purse stolen from her parked vehicle while off campus. Victim advised how to deactivate Pacific ID. Victim filed report through SPD.

**29...DUI ARREST**  PERSHING & SOMOMA    092708
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the subject was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 1:44 AM. Driver was transported to the county jail.

30…CASUALTY    BAXTER MALL    092708
Officers and medics responded to a report of a male subject who cut his foot and bleeding heavily. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

31…CASUALTY    SWIMMING POOL    092708
Officers responded to a report of a male subject having difficulty breathing. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital. Two other subjects at the location were arrested for public intoxication.

32…CASUALTY    MORRIS CHAPEL    092708
Officer responded to a report of a female who fell and cut her hand. Medics not needed. Officer initiated report.

33…FIRE    PERSHING AVE    092708
Officer observed smoke in area. Officer located a van on fire. SFD responded and extinguished the fire.